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Executive Summary
2019 Energy Blockchain Startups Who-is-Who

What has changed for energy blockchain startups in the past 12
months?
This past year, many energy blockchain startups have progressed in development, several
approaching the commercial application stage. The second edition of the Energy Blockchain
Startups Who-Is-Who report, published on the occasion of the annual energy blockchain
summit, EventHorizon, gathers key data and relates the most important stories in this
innovation space. The report highlights both the successes and the challenges that
companies at the forefront of the disruption of the energy industry are experiencing,
fostering more informed decision-making processes by startup leaders and their investors
and partners.

Leading markets
Europe is still the dominant location of energy blockchain companies hosting 24 of 40
startups surveyed in this report, with a strong presence in Germany, Switzerland and
Spain
—followed by the USA, Australia, Jordan and Brazil.

Primary location

Stage of
development
A majority of the energy blockchain startups surveyed in this report have produced a
commercial product.
Current stage of development

Use cases
Energy blockchain is in the exploration phase, with startups focusing on 10+ different use
case domains for energy. The most common use case is peer to peer trading, followed by
IoT and demand response.

Main area of operation

Funding raised and company size
There are two main groups - one that is more mature / has raised more money, and then a
"second wave" of newer entrants that are at an earlier stage. This generally correlates with
the number of employees, with 20 companies employing under 10 staff, corresponding to
micro enterprises, and 17 employing under 50, which means that all are still small
companies.

Funding raised to date (EUR)

Number of employees

Working with corporates
There is strong alignment across all survey respondents when it comes to cooperation
with corporates, with the vast majority indicating that they have already established
a business relationship with corporates.

Established partnerships with corporates

Critical needs & hurdles
A majority of the surveyed startups identified needs for customers, funding, and
development partners as the most critical (startups were able to select more than one
answer. Underlying these needs, startups felt that regulatory hurdles were the most
significant challenge for the energy blockchain sector as a whole, as well as for their
business individually.
Interestingly, 26% of companies denoted scalability as a general challenge in the
energy blockchain sphere, but none of them named it as the biggest challenge for their own
business.

Needs over next six
months

Biggest hurdles to energy blockchain apps in developement

Biggest hurdles to own success

Chains
There has been an evolution in terms of the core technology used to develop and deploy
energy dApps. Currently most of the surveyed startups are using public and/or private
Ethereum (21 and 20, respectively, followed by the Energy Web Chain (13 or one fifth of
all startups and other platforms including Hyperledger (11 and EOS (2 startups; however,
two thirds of all surveyed startups intend to build on the Energy Web Chain once it is
publicly launched.
What chain are you using now

Chain planning to use in the future

Gender diversity
Like the software and energy spaces more broadly, energy blockchain suffers from a lack
of gender diversity overall. However, there are some positive signs: almost half of the
startups have at least one female executive. Furthermore, there is a correlation between
having at least one female executive and having a higher percentage of female
employees. The six startups with the highest share of female employees also had at least
one female executive.

Share of female employees

© Grid Singularity GmbH.
Brief individual company profiles of energy blockchain startups surveyed on the occasion of 2019
EventHorizon follow, in alphabetic order. These profiles include area of focus, place of operation, currently
used blockchain technology and a link to the official company website and social media for further
information. The information presented in the company profiles has been provided by the individual
companies and we do not warranty for accuracy of that information. To avoid any conflict of interest, Grid
Singularity is not represented in this publication, nor is the Energy Web Foundation, with both teams
contributing to the analysis presented here.

Airalab
www.aira.life
Russia; est.
2017
Areas of Operation:
P2P Trading, Distributed Generation, Grid Management

Autonomous Intelligent Robot Agent

Airalab are developers of Robonomics platform - a network and tools
for cyber-physical systems integration

into Smart Cities and

Industry 4.0. By Airalab engineering services they help to build IoT
based decentralized markets, data security systems and robotics
as a service products.
Robonomics works in Ethereum main network, in sidechains and
as a custom network based on Parity Substrate framework. The
platform provides AIRA operating system with Robot Operating
System API support, IoT and industrial protocols.

Ampere Energy
www.ampere-energy.eu
Spain; est. 2015
Areas of Operation:
Smart energy storage (P2P, demand response, IoT, assem
t anagement)

Integrated Virtual Power Plant with Smart Energy Storage

Ampere Energy is a company based in Spain. Its core focus is the
development of energy management systems with the use of energy
storage systems based on lithium ion batteries in combination with
renewable energy. The proposal consists of an all in one system,
local and cloud artificial intelligence and the interconnection of the
systems implementing

blockchain

solutions and Virtual Power

Plants for offering flexibility to the system. The technology allows the
nexus between the real energy and the digital world.
The technology is a software/hardware platform, from the hardware
of an all in one smart energy storage, including own energy
management system, real time communications with the cloud
platform, and cloud optimization, monitoring and control and all
applications related. The technology developed allows one to stack
revenue streams for different uses of the smart energy storage
system. From the user perspective the system actively optimizes the
operation by forecasting load and generation of self consumption
demand charges and time of use, up to offering the aggregated
flexibility as additional revenues for the functioning. The system
allows

regulation

of households’ energy flows as they are

registered on the blockchain, reaching a real peer to peer energy
model.

Anyblock Analytics
www.anyblockanalytics.com
Germany; est. 2018
Areas of Operation:
blockchain, infrastructure & tooling

We know that blockchain technology is transforming the way business is done in
a digital world.

Anyblock Analytics is the company behind eth.events, providing
technology and infrastructure to enable anyone, from a single
developer to large companies to access blockchain data as easy as
possible.
eth.events is an enriched SQL and ElasticSearch index of the
Ethereum blockchain that can serve as a developer tool at design
and run time, as a base API for higher tier applications like
dashboards as well as a business intelligence tool. The main goal
is to ease development for Ethereum and to expedite development
of Ethereum-based applications for enterprises. This includes
aspects like application monitoring for smart contracts, alerting and
integration in existing systems like ERP or business intelligence
software.

Applied Blockchain
www.appliedblockchain.com
United Kingdom; est. 2015
Areas of Operation:
asset management / security

We build distributed ledger technology & solutions

Applied Blockchain is developing technology solutions that enable
businesses to better connect bringing efficiency, security and
privacy.
They use zero knowledge proofs to add security, privacy and
interoperability.

Brownie
www. browniesolutions.com
Israel; est. 2017
Areas of Operation:
smart metering cyber security

The utility guard

Brownie is revolutionizing the critical infrastructure cyber security
industry, paving the way for more robust and resilient Smart Grids
around the world. By protecting and immunizing Smart Energy grids'
first and only direct attackers’ entry point, the Smart Meter, Brownie
will effectively and comprehensively protect utilities, Smart Meter
vendors and end-consumers alike.

Brownie provides a real-time IPS solution for the Smart Meter’s
wireless protocols. These include 2/3G, Zigbee Smart Energy and
ZWave. The solution prevents attacks in real-time, minimizing the
number of false-positives using a proprietary machine-learning
algorithm developed internally. Brownie’s solution supports all major
Smart Metering manufacturers, such as Itron, Landys+Gir and the
Elster Group. Additionally, the solution will be installed and updated
Over the Air (OTA), rendering physical access and/or special
hardware, unnecessary.

DEEP
www.d33p.org
Germany; est.
2018
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Developing the software stack for an automated, customer-centric, and
decentralized energy future

DEEP proposes a peer-to-peer platform that allows electricity
consumers and prosumers to buy and sell electricity.,automating
most of the energy retail processes with smart contracts. DEEP
optimizes electricity trade by using AI algorithms to predict near realtime electricity needs of their customers from aggregated data
collected through smart-meters and other IoT devices. Customer
data is leveraged to create economic incentives that lead to effective
demand-side management. By doing so, significant cost reductions
can be achieved, translating into lower prices for the users. DEEP
encourages the creation and growth of citizen energy communities
by making energy trading simpler.
All the DEEP processes are built around the data they get from
various sources. This data is securely transmitted on the blockchain
and processed through
generate

near

real-time

advanced
predictions

analytics modules that
of consumption and

generation of electricity and optimize the purchase of electricity from
the wholesale market. The intelligence acquired from data is used
to automatically manage energy exchanges between their users
and the acquisition of electricity from the wholesale market.
Similarly, billing is also managed through autonomous modules that
constantly keep track of the customer’s energy balance and of
the average price per kWh.

ElectriCChain
www.electricchain.org
Andorra; est. 2016
Area of Operation:
Solar Incentive

Assists solar power producers, solar companies and afﬁliates to onboard solar
installations to the SolarCoin Program

SolarCoin is a solar incentive for solar power producers.
SolarCoin is the world's first solar backed energy currency.
The ElectriCChain project supports the development of open
standards and tools to publish and read solar electricity generation
data

using

the

SolarCoin

blockchains.average price per kWh.

BlockChain

and

other

Electron
www.electron.org.uk
United Kingdom; est. 2015
Area of Operation:
asset registration and trading

Private instance of ethereum.

Electron is a London-based energy technology company,
combining blockchain and energy expertise to design and build
digital infrastructure for the energy industry. The company is
developing the identity and trading platforms that will underpin the
transition to cheaper, cleaner, more resilient power systems.

Founded in 2015, Electron is internationally recognised as a leader
in its field, having been named a 2017 World Economic Forum
“Technology Pioneer”, and recently a “Cleantech 100” company.
Electron currently operates in three countries, working alongside
utilities, regulators and other technology providers to bring
flexibility and coordination to energy grids.

Enosi Australia
www.enosi.io
Australia; est. 2018
Area of Operation:
community trading platform

Transforming electricity retail markets to provide the best economic and
environmental outcome for people and the planet.

Transforming electricity retail markets to provide the best
economic and environmental outcome for people and the planet.
Enosi enables cheaper clean energy with a unique platform service
that brings communities together to buy and sell energy.

The platform provides services for prosumers, consumers,
businesses and community groups to trade and settle their energy
including
capabilities.

fractionalisation,

provenance

and

optimisation

E-swissolar AG
www.e-swissolar.ch
Switzerland; est. 2006
Area of
Operation:
Smart Metering

Mobilize Idle Capital

e-s wissolar AG is transforming climate finance and green

investments using blockchain technology.
The financing instruments are token based investment models for
refinancing, equity and debt investing using blockchain connected
smart-meters.

FlexiDao
www.ﬂexidao.com
Spain; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
Certificates of Origin

Enabling a Digitalized, Green Energy Future

FlexiDAO exists to enable a more decentralised, green energy
world, starting with revolutionizing the green energy certificates
market by providing greater granularity, transparency and integrity
FlexiDAO's core engine is focused on creating the 'Mac'
experience for blockchain in energy. Specializing on gas relay
services, private key recovery, identity management for privacy
and friendly user experience. On top of the core engine
FlexiDAObuilds application layers, such as Spring: a certification of
origin app..

FOHAT
www.fohat.io
Brazil; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
P2P

Advanced Energy Solutions

FOHAT is specialized in the development of software solutions
using blockchain technology to integrate distributed energy
resources (iDER) and promote peer-to-peer transactive energy
(P2P TE).
FOHAT’s product I-GRID is a DERMS (Distributed Energy
Resources Management System) based on multi-agent system,
and T-REX is a Tokenized Energy Exchange based on
distributed ledger technology and smart contrac.t .

4eyes
www.4eyes.ch
Switzerland; est. 2006
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Advanced Energy Solutions

4eyes’ constant curiosity for new technologies led them to
blockchain a couple of years ago. They have now built up the
necessary skills and are helping their customers and partners to
explore the possible use cases to foster their business using
enterprise-grade blockchain technology.
4eyes mostly use Hyperledger Fabric as a standard technology
combined with the latest front-end technologies to provide a
smooth end user experience.

Fritz
Australia; est. 2018
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Fritz utilizes Blockchain distributed ledger technology to enable
households who own solar panels and/or smart houses to trade
and share their excess electricity that they generate. They
provide a platform for energy trading or sharing. The solution
will allow customers to directly manage their energy resource
assets.

FSIGHT
www.fsight.io
Israel; est. 2015
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Energy AI

FSIGHT developed an AI platform for distributed grid
management. Energy AI, a fully distributed AI agent network,
predicts, optimizes and trades behind the meter local energy.
By optimizing the grid bottom up, grid operators and end
prosumers can reduce costs, increase DER penetration and
maximize local energy utilization.

FSIGHT’s Energy AI platform utilizes diverse technologies such
as deep learning, internet of things and blockchain, to serve as
the distributed grid’s “operating system”. Energy AI optimizes
the energy flow by making real-time decisions to produce,
consume, store and trade energy, while performing cost-benefit
analysis for all actors in the energy ecosystem.

Greeneum
www.greeneum.net
Israel; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
certificates of origin

Go green. GET GREEN

GREENEUM proposes a marketplace platform for Renewable
energy ecosystem, connecting P2P members and allowing
them to exchange values related to variety of products, services
and solutions, using unique incentive mechanism and
decentralized applications (DApp).

Greeneum has developed a unique protocol called Proof-OfGreen to validate and process energy data coming from
renewable assets and prosumers. This allows them to validate,
tag, label and then to generate secure and in real time Green
Energy Certificates.

Green Tomorrow
www.gt-int.com
Jordan; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
Electric Mobility

Advanced Energy Solutions

Green Tomorrow offers a wide range of green e-services to
residential, industrial, commercial and institutional Sectors in all fields
of energy, water, and environmental sustainability. They commit to
offer non-traditional services that are integrated with state of the art
technologies as a complete solution, through collaboration with their
pioneer and leading partners from local, regional, and international
markets. GreenRide is one of their main products that focuses ondrei
sharing or carpooling while rewarding users with GreenRide tokens
(GRT) as per their CO2 reduced.
Application users are not considered full/part-time drivers as per they
share their routing information by their consent. By raising the
occupancy level of private vehicle; ride sharing will decrease the
number of vehicles and present enormous potential for positive
societal impact with respect to pollution, congestion, and energy
consumption.
The main incentives for users to participate are:
Drivers and riders heading to the same destination share
the journey expenses.
Token reward for inducing carbon emission while sharing
available car seats with other riders.
Avoid traffic jam and relief from driving (car switching)
Use flexible and cheap transportation mean
The rewarding layer (GRT) is built on Ethereum blockchain and
hence GreenRide is a semi-decentralized application (dApp) where
dApps are by their nature able to guard against any intrusion by
anyone trying to alter that data to steal money or censor any of the
content. The GRT is in compliance with ERC20 token standard
where it offers seamless integration with cryptocurrencies in case the
application is commercialized globally, hence; riders can pay drivers
with GRT that
is equivalent to a specific amount of Fiat currency.

Greyp
www.greyp.com
Croatia; est. 2013
Area of Operation:
electric mobility

100% digital

Greyp Bikes is a high-tech mobility company, that started as a
department in Rimac Automobili. At the moment there are 68 of
them, with more than half in R&D dealing with the development
of electronics, electrical drivetrains and software as the core of
our DNA.

Their new product, Greyp G6, has an embedded Incubed client.
It allows their bike to transact value and communicate directly
with the blockchain. Some of the possible applications include
access management, machine to machine payments, vehicle
identification and so on.

gridX
www.gridx.de
Germany; est.
2016
Area of Operation:
IoT

IoT-Solutions, for a digital energy world

gridX is an OEM-agnostic platform for decentralized energy
resource management, that enables the connectivity and
communication between devices using manufacturer-specific
protocols and aggregates data into an accessible and intelligible
format. gridX aims at becoming the operating platform of the
decentralized energy age. gridX achieves this by developing and
deploying modern communication and cutting-edge data
analysis tools, so as to enable energy consumers, grid operators
and utilities to make the generation, transmission and
consumption of energy more efficient and sustainable.
gridX offers finished IoT solutions for different purposes and with
software that is suitable for all devices and can easily be
adapted to individual demands. gridX developed an edge
gateway, the gridBox, as well as an operating system, the
gridOS, to enable energy IoT solutions in the safest and most
efficient way. The gridBox, an edge gateway, provides easy
configuration and setup via Plug-and-Play architecture and open
interfaces. It meets the highest industrial grade security and
reliability requirements. gridOS allows you to run docker
containers on embedded devices and to bring the tools of
modern software development to the world of connected
hardware and IoT.

Hive Power
www.hivepower.tech
Switzerland; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
Demand Response

Grids, made smart

Hive Power aims to facilitate the energy exchange between
prosumers, favouring also the performance of DSOs.
The blockchain technology is used to certify actual and forecasted
energy profiles, using state channels to allow fast negotiation of
energy profiles and pricing signals.

KiWi New Energy
www.kiwinewenergy.com
Taiwan/U.S.A, est. 2017
Areas of Operation:
Asset Management & Security

Smart Energy Revolution

KiWi New Energy (hereafter “KiWi”), headquartered in Plano,
Texas. KiWi is a blockchain ecosystem that enables individual and
institutional investors to discover and invest in lucrative, low-risk
renewable energy projects around the world.
KiWi solves the problems of both developers and investors by
building an ecosystem that includes two global marketplaces – the
KiWi Green Capital Market and the KiWi Global Green Exchange.
The KiWi Green Capital Market is an online renewable energy
investment platform built on blockchain technology, while the KiWi
Green Exchange is a secondary marketplace for solar asset that
operates globally.

LO3 Energy Inc.
www.lo3energy.com
USA ; est. 2012
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Reshaping the energy future

Using Local Energy Marketplaces to provide value to end-users
and enterprise incumbent service providers, and enable new
business models and relationships around energy, energy
attributes, and energy data.
Their meter technology measures a building's energy production
and communicates with the network to collectively manage
energy. Their decentralized digital ledger verifies transactions
automatically. As each new transaction is verified, it's added to the
ledger. Their Application Program Interface makes collaboration
happen. It creates an open path that encourages participation and
innovation from members across the network. Their technology
works on the legacy energy grid already in place, making it easy to
establish a community of buildings that generate, store, and trade
energy locally.

M-PAYG
www.mpayg.com
Denmark ; est. 2015
Area of Operation:
IoT

A democratized access to energy

The purpose of M-PAYG is to run down the cost of small decentral
solar home systems in emerging markets. This will make renewable
energy affordable and available. Over time the aim is to move each
low income household from being a fossil fuel consumer to a small
renewable powerplant.
The hardware technology is a solar home system with a sensor
technology (IoT) that enables communication and control of each
system individually. M-PAYG is using the latest payment options to
drive down access for all.

NEOKII
www.neokii.com
Germany; est.
2018
Area of Operation:
Energy Data Sharing

Unlocking Home Energy Data to Accelerate the Energy Transition

NEOKII is a new energy data platform that allows energy data
owners to stake their information with cryptocurrency, make them
available for modelers and earn money. NEOKII is the one-stop
shop for distributed energy investors to find relevant data assets
as basis for investment decisions.
Their technology is built on a protocol layer for secure data
exposition, storage, and computation.

netObjex
www.netobjex.com
USA ; est. 2015
Areas of Operation:
IOT, AI and DLT

The edge and cloud operating system for your smart devices

The NetObjex Smart City Infrastructure Platform enables better
tracking and tracing of assets, enhance asset performance and
utilization, and reduce asset shrinkage/waste/inefficiencies.
Their platform utilizes IoT for data acquisition and dissemination, AI
for detection of fraud and anomalies, and blockchain technology for
governance and compliance, business rules are enforced through
smart contracts. They are ledger agnostic and have developed
DQL (similar to SQL) to communicate with DLTs.

OLI Systems
www.my-oli.com
Germany; est.
2016
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Blockchain as a service for utilities and plant operators

OLI Systems is building Blockchain Applications for the
Energy- Sector. Their portfolio includes infrastructure like
blockchain- hardware and laboratories as well as the actual
decentralized applications including Smart Contracts and user
interfaces.
The core of their technology is Ethereum and other software
modules being used and developed by the Energy Web
Foundation. The processing platform of their blockchain-gateway is
the newest iteration of the industry-grade hardware of the IDSGroup. They combine reliable as well as innovative software and
hardware modules to realize much needed innovation in the
energy-sector.

Omega Grid
www.omegagrid.com
USA; est. 2017
Area of Operation:
Demand Response

Rewards for using clean, local energy

Omega Grid believes that low cost solar and batteries are
changing the grid. For the first time, it’s less expensive to generate
electricity locally than transport it long distances from large power
plants. Local energy markets are important to manage and
coordinate all these new local electricity sellers. Omega Grid helps
utilities pay their customers to use more electricity when the sun is
shining and the wind is blowing; and to reduce their consumption
when power is the most expensive and polluting.
They help utilities operate local energy markets with their cybersecure autonomous blockchain software. Their customer facing
software uses a public blockchain that can conduct 1M
transactions for a $1, perform over 1,000 transactions per second,
and settle payments in 3-5 seconds.

ØNDER
www.onder.tech
Estonia/Russia, est. 2018
Area of Operation:
Demand Response

Commonwealth environment for digital energy business

The core business of Onder is designing and development of
software - platforms and applications. The essential product of the
company is the blockchain based energy trading platform for
creating, piloting and running business models over the distributed
energy market. Besides the platform itself, the company provides
applications for new energy services such as demand response,
peer-to-peer energy trading, power purchase agreements,
autonomous flexibility pools, etc.
ØNDER platform is for energy retailers, grid companies, local
microgrid owners or operators, renewables owners, EV-stations
owners or operators and companies providing energy management
services for consumers.
Onder spices state channels technology with in its modificated way
to provide unprecedented capability to enable instant many-tomany transactions. Each transaction is unbundled, so that service
fees are extracted automatically. Secured by blockchain smart
contracts give an opportunity to reward all the market participants
fairly. The technology allows secure exchange of blockchain
assets, and execution of smart contracts off-chain, thus consuming
no gas. The state channels smart contracts manage opening,
closing, and settlement of peer-to-peer exchange. One can transfer
custom assets and apply exquisite dispute resolution mechanisms
while using the same set of abstractions.

Papers
www.papers.ch
www.airgap.it
Switzerland, est. 2009
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Reference Management for Researchers, by Researchers

Swiss Blockchain, Mobile Security, Web & Mobile
Development. AirGap.it
Your old smartphone is your new ‘hardware wallet’
Secure your various crypto assets with one secret on an offline
device.
Ionic 3 hybrid mobile dapp. The project is fully open sourced and
available for iOS and Android. They also got a Chrome extension
that works similar to Metamask, but is completely integrated. The
whole solution is coin agnostic and currently supports Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Aeternity (incl. ERC20) and Tezos.

SettleMint
www.settlemint.com
Belgium, est. 2016
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

We make it easy to build business solutions with Blockchain technology

SettleMint makes it easy to build business solutions with Blockchain
technology. Core product Mint is a licensed, enterprise-grade,
middleware solution for leading Blockchain technologies making
building Blockchain applications (or integrating Blockchain
technologies into existing applications) easy for developers.
Mint includes a versatile and modular set of frameworks and
templates supporting a wide array of functionalities and use cases
where Blockchain technologies can be deployed.
EnergyMint provides Energy Industry players with the required
components to bring their ideas for the next generation of energy
markets to life today.
“Improve your time to market using the Mint middleware solution,
your Blockchain application can be deployed in production in weeks,
not months. Exceptional developer experience, built for and by
developers, the Mint middleware provides a complete set of
developer-friendly tools and technologies that makes working with it
a snap.”
Benefit from years of R&D as they have spent years on R&D in the
Blockchain space and have deployed a multitude of production apps
together with their clients.

Share&Charge
Foundation
www.shareandcharge.com
Germany, est. 2018
Area of Operation:
Electric Mobility

Enabling the open EV economy of tomorrow

Enabling seamless and smart e-mobility. Share & Charge overcomes
the problem of missing interoperability between charge points and
electric vehicles and enables a better user experience and
integration of electric vehicles into the grid.
Share & Charge combines blockchain technology (Ethereum) as
transaction technology with OCPI standard as a communication
protocol. Smart contracts are used for automated settlement between
the car and the charge point.

Slock.it
www.slock.it
Germany, est. 2015
Area of Operation:
IoT

Connecting devices to the Blockchain

Slock.it connects devices to the blockchains, enabling the economy of
things.
Incubed allows you to connect a low level device (a microcontroller) to
any smart contract enabled chain. The Incubed Suite gives you tools
around it so you can build secure and interoperable IoT applications.

Solara Australia Ltd.
www.solara.io
Australia, est. 2018
Areas of Operation:
IoT, Smart Metering, Certificates of origin

Clean Energy Blockchain Network

Solara Australia Ltd is a blockchain and IoT scale-up business based in
Sydney and is in the business of securing the decentralised renewable
energy ecosystem by combining a patented Internet-of-Things sensor
with a blockchain platform.
They are effectively a Fintech Securitisation Layer and Data
Acquisition technology & IoT stack. The business solution operates on
top of existing Solar and Energy Storage Infrastructure & Networks.
They enable a new financial service and stakeholder and investor
offers with an exciting marketplace. Solara has found an exciting new
way to democratise access and ownership of solar globally using
Blockchain Tokens ownership model.
Solara offering is a chip called the Solara Hardware Module
SHM, enabling customers to:
1. Prove Provenance of Energy that it is Green and Clean source
from a trusted source "Proof of Origin" and "Proof of Installation"
and new concept "Proof of Fusion"
2. Know details of what is happening per SolarPV Panel,
aggregating this working, Solara can track any Losses inside a
DC micro-grid (Behind the Meter)
3. Use Analytics and Trusted Data with a finer grain dataset (per PV
Panel) Solara Metadata merged with production proofs improves
Analytics and Forecasting.
4. SolarCommunities, SolarGardens and SolarFarms can't be
easily financed. Solara's tokenisation model enables new
financial services for debt/ equity offerings using Security &
Utility Tokens.

SolarNRG
www.solarnrg.nl
Singapore / USA; est. 2018
Areas of Operation:
Asset Management, Security

We tokenize solar projects

SolarNRG is one of the largest suppliers and installers of solar power
systems in the Netherlands, with the future objective to digitally
represent and tokenize renewable energy assets, allowing them to
be traded by using blockchain technology.

Spherity
www.spherity.com
Germany, est. 2017
Areas of Operation:
Certificates of Origin, Smart metering, Flexibility
aggregation, Renewable PPAs

Bridging the physical, biological and digital spheres.

Spherity is a scalable decentralised platform for the fourth industrial
revolution providing secure identities and digital twins bridging the
physical, biological and digital spheres.
The industry domain focus is on energy and electric mobility including
solutions for: Supply Chain Transparency, Renewable Energy Clearing
& Settlement, GoOs, RECs, Smart Metering, Flexibility Aggregation,
EV Charging and Vehicle Digital Twins.
The technology stack includes:
Secure Key Management
Digital Twinning
Decentralised Identifiers (W3C DIDs)
Verifiable Claims (W3C VC)
Verifiable Data Chains
Serverless Cloud Functions on
Amazon Web Services
Proxy Reencryption
Secret Stores
Quorum Ethereum Blockchain
Blockchain Databases
Machine Learning, Tensor Flow
Edge device integration

Sunchain
www.sunchain.fr
France, est. 2016
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Energy is our future, share it!

Sunchain provides blockchain-based solutions to new use cases of
solar energy, managing local power exchanges between prosumers
and consumers. While energy is carried by the physical public grid, a
virtual private distributed network is implemented to secure and certify
these flows. This service offers users with the opportunity to value
energy surplus in the neighborhood or with electric mobility, e.g. to
charge an electric vehicle remotely.
Energy management is performed by a blockchain application, tracking,
securing and certifying energy exchanges. Nodes are embedded on IoT
devices that record data from smart meters into the blockchain.
Sunchain’s vision of sustainable development is illustrated by the very
nature of its consortium blockchain, which does not use mining and
has a low electricity consumption. The technology is based on
HyperLedger, and it is a“tokenless” blockchain, not linked to
cryptocurrency. Sunchain’s blockchain architecture meets trust and
scalability requirements; it has been designed for the renewable
energy world, and extensive applications in energy and smart grids.

Swytch
www.swytch.io
USA , est. 2017
Area of Operation:
IoT

Make the Swytch to a sustainable future!

Swytch is moving the world to a data commons and data integration
for more efficient energy systems.
Swytch was created by a team of energy and technology experts to
address the market failures that have resulted in inadequate adoption
of renewable energy assets and sustainability programs. The
company’s goal is to accelerate adoption of both to mitigate the impact
of climate change and encourage energy development and sustainable
behavior in the areas of greatest need. The team combines deep
technical expertise with a true passion for the mission at hand.

TOBLOCKCHAIN B.V.
www.toblockchain.nl
Netherlands, est. 2017
Areas of Operation:
P2P Trading, Electric Mobility, Certificates of Origin, Asset
Management & Shared Data Platform

Realize the power of blockchain

PowerToShare is on a mission to enable every individual and enterprise
to be part of the energy transition. Today, prosumers and businesses are
not part of the energy transition. With PowerToShare we facilitate energy
market participants to build and offer new services that empowers every
individual and businesses to join the energy transition. PowerToShare is
made in the Netherlands by TOBLOCKCHAIN B.V.
PowerToShare can be seen in action at the Green Village. Among other
things, a home, a hydrogen car, an office, a solar parking, AC, DC
networks and an energy storage are part of this demonstration. The
connected systems process energy transactions through PowerToShare.
TOBLOCKCHAIN has developed a number of energy applications for
end user, community, regulators, DSO, TSO and ESP. Technical
integration with smart meters, smart devices and Gird connections is
achieved. Two projects in the Netherlands with TSO, DSO, Energy
Retailer, Active Consumers, multi-commodity, private micro grid, virtual
community and active consumers
TOBLOCKCHAIN is continuously developing its own portfolio of building
blocks including blockchain, IoT, API's, data models and security building
blocks, which are available for use in the energy and transportation
ecosystems. Using these building blocks together with their unique
software development approach, they create a comprehensive for energy
industry. They believe in creating breakthrough technology innovations
that makes a significant positive impact on life on the planet. They believe
in creating products that will simplify energy markets, give rise to
abundance and increase accessibility of technology to every living
being in the world.

TurningTables
www.turningtables.global
Spain , est. 2017
Area of Operation:
Demand Response

New Energy Rules

TurningTables is an energy innovation lab aiming to accelerate the
adoption and commercialization of smart and sustainable energy
systems to better people's lives.TurningTables provides an integrated
end to end digital solution that enables an open power community
market-place where aggregators and other third parties can offer
services (power, flexibility, balancing, capacity) of locational duration and
value with their own strategies.

verv
www.verv.energy
UK, est. 2015
Area of Operation:
P2P Trading

Unlocking Unique Energy Insights with AI

Verv is on a mission to bring down energy bills and help to tackle climate
change by enabling households with solar panels to sell the excess
energy that they generate directly to their neighbours. Verv has created
a peer-to-peer energy trading platform that allows communities to share
green energy with one other another directly, bringing down the cost of
the electricity, improving access to green energy and incentivising the
uptake of renewables by providing solar owners with a better return on
their investment. Verv is also creating a new data marketplace for energy
data, in partnership with Ocean Protocol, that empowers consumers to
benefit financially should they choose to share their data.
Verv's energy trading platform is built on its IoT hub that samples energy
data coming into the home at super high frequencies, up to 5 million
times faster than a smart meter. Using the AI-based hub, Verv can
automate the buying and selling of green energy based on supply and
demand, using the granular consumption profiles of each home.
Blockchain technology (Ethereum) serves as the auditing mechanism for
the exchange of energy.
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